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Local Government
Investment Pools
The landscape

S&P Global Fund Ratings –LGIPs
• S&P began rating LGIPs in
1992

• Current Pool Ratings Span
Across 28 States:
• 65 PSFRs
• 17 FCQRs / FVRs
• Total rated assets equal $390
billion as of May 2021
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S&P Global Fund Ratings – PSFR Areas of Assessment
• In assigning or reviewing a PSFR there is a quantitative and qualitative assessment that
is combined to determine the (final) PSFR level.
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S&P Global Fund Ratings – 2020 LGIP Reflections
• We did not take any rating actions on LGIPs as a result of the COVID-19-induced
market volatility, because these pools' metrics have remained within our expectations
for the current ratings.
• An important measure we consider is whether a pool has maintained a net asset value
(NAV) price per share of $1.00, and LGIPs did during this stressed period.

• During the flight to quality in March 2020, LGIPs experienced fewer outflows relative
to prime money market funds, largely because the investor base tends to be more
stable.
• Rated fund managers of LGIPs maintained their conservative approach.
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S&P Global Fund Ratings – 2021 LGIP Observations
• Local government investment pools (LGIPs) remained resilient during the pandemic,
and credit metrics continue to meet our expectations for the ratings.

• Rated LGIPs have gained assets, while managing seasonal flows.

• As yields remain at historic lows, LGIPs continue to focus on:
- high credit quality assets
- defensive maturity positions
- conservative asset allocations
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LGIP Trends
The Metrics

What about LAMP since we last met?
-

Preservation of capital

-

Net Assets (Flows)

-

NAV (Net Asset Value)

-

Yields

-

Average Maturities

-

Credit Quality

-

Maturity Composition

-

Liquidity
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Net Assets Metrics
In our view, stability of balances promotes sound portfolio metrics, but in/outflows do happen,
therefore excellent forecasting helps a fund prepare for expected in/outflows.
•

LGIPs demonstrated cyclical flow patterns

Source: S&P Global Ratings.
Copyright © 2021 by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. All rights reserved.
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Net Assets Metrics
In our view, stability of balances promotes sound portfolio metrics, but in/outflows do happen,
therefore excellent forecasting helps a fund prepare for expected in/outflows.
•

LGIPs experienced modest growth
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Net Asset Value (NAV) Per Share Metrics
Lowest NAV deviation point for AAAm rated funds is 0.9975

Source: S&P Global Ratings.
Copyright © 2021 by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. All rights reserved.
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7 & 30 Day Net Yield Metrics
•

Dramatic action in March 2020, saw the Fed drop interest rates to close to zero

•

Key challenge for LGIPs - maintaining competitive yields

•

Rated LGIP approach has remained conservative, rather than reach for yield

•

Pools have offered a slight pick up in yield over MMFs (net of fees and expenses)
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Average Maturities (WAM & WAL) Metrics
The portfolio’s WAM is a key determinant of the tolerance of a fund’s investments to rising interest
rates. In general, the longer the WAM, the more susceptible the fund is to rising interest rates.

‘AAAm' LGIP Average WAM

AAAm' LGIP Average WAL

Source: S&P Global Ratings.
Copyright © 2021 by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. All rights reserved.
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‘A-1+’ Credit Quality Metrics
In our view, credit quality promotes NAV stability. Per our PSFR criteria, ‘AAAm’ rated funds have a
minimum 50% ‘A-1+’ requirement ensuring funds invest in high credit quality assets.

Source: S&P Global Ratings.
Copyright © 2021 by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. All rights reserved.
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Maturity Composition Metrics

Source: S&P Global Ratings.
Copyright © 2021 by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. All rights reserved.
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LGIP Portfolio Allocation - Min/Avg/Max Metrics

Source: S&P Global Ratings.
Copyright © 2021 by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. All rights reserved.
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